
Experiment: - 5 

Study of Use Case Diagram for Student Academic Record Management 

Software. 

Theory:- 

Use Case Diagram:- 

 
Use case diagrams are usually referred to as behaviour diagrams used to describe a 

set of actions (use cases) that some system or systems (subject) should or can 

perform in collaboration with one or more external users of the system (actors). Each 

use case should provide some observable and valuable result to the actors or other 

stakeholders of the system. 

Note, that UML 2.0 to 2.4 specifications also described use case diagram as a 

specialization of a class diagram, and class diagram is a structure diagram. 

 

Use case diagrams are in fact twofold - they are both behaviour diagrams, because 

they describe behaviour of the system, and they are also structure diagrams - as a 

special case of class diagrams where classifiers are restricted to be 

either actors or use cases related to each other with associations. 

 

 

 

Rules for Use Case Diagram:- 

1. Drag Subsystem boundaries from the toolbox onto the diagram, to represent 

either your whole system or its major components. 

2. Drag Actors from the toolbox onto the diagram (placing them outside any 

system boundary). 

3. Drag Use Cases from the toolbox onto the appropriate systems. 

4. Click Association on the toolbox, then a use case, and then an actor that 

participates in the use case. Link each actor to its use cases in this manner. 

5. Structure the use cases with 

the Include, Extend and Generalization relationships. To create each of these 

links, click the tool, then the source use case, then the target. See the 

following section titled Structuring Use Cases.  

http://www.uml-diagrams.org/uml-25-diagrams.html#behavior-diagram
http://www.uml-diagrams.org/use-case.html
http://www.uml-diagrams.org/use-case-subject.html
http://www.uml-diagrams.org/use-case-actor.html
http://www.uml-diagrams.org/class-diagrams-overview.html
http://www.uml-diagrams.org/uml-25-diagrams.html#structure-diagram
http://www.uml-diagrams.org/uml-25-diagrams.html#behavior-diagram
http://www.uml-diagrams.org/uml-25-diagrams.html#structure-diagram
http://www.uml-diagrams.org/use-case-actor.html
http://www.uml-diagrams.org/use-case.html
http://www.uml-diagrams.org/association.html
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd409432.aspx#Structuring


Procedure for Use Case Diagram: 

 

Conclusion:- 

In the above experiment we discussed that how to draw a Use Case Diagram for 
Student Academic Record Management Software. 

 

 


